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1.Write these different means of transport.                                                                             1x3=3                                                                                                                             

                                                      
 
 
                                                                                                               
   2. List these animals under Domestic Animals and Wild Animals.                                      2x2=4                      
                                                                                  

                                                    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3. Make as many words as you can from within the given words one is done for you.  2x1½=3                                                       
 
                       
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  4. Write these letters in their right order  to form the names of animals.                        1x3=3      
                                                                                               
 
 
                                                                                                    
  5. Write the letters which are silent in the following words.                                                1x3=3    
 
 
 
                                                                   
 

Fox,   tiger,  dog,  cow,  elephant,  bear,  sheep,   goat 

Domestic Animals 

 1. ………………………………. 2. …………………………….. 

 3.………………………………. 4.………………………………. 

Wild Animals 

 1. ……………………………… 2. …………………………….. 

 3.  …………………………….. 4 ……………………………… 

Roaring Roar Ring Ran 

Blinking 

Blackboard 

S e m o u -__________ o  i  n  l - __________ r  e  s  o  h - ____________ 

Talk - more - Caught - 
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  6. Choose the right answer and write in the boxes ?                                                              1x4=4 
       1) Where did the mother tiger and her small tiger cub live ________________________ .    

a) near a river         b) near a mountain        c) near a forest        d) near a sea 
       2)  A teacher ________________________________________. 
               a) drives a motor veichle  b) teaches in a school  c) brings our letters  d) works in a library 
       3) What is the name of the girl in the story “ HE IS MY BROTHER “ __________________. 
            a) Seema       b)  Beena         c) Meena         d) Nina 
         4)  Name the ship of the desert ____________________. 
            a) lion            b)  Camel         c) monkey       d) tiger                                                                                                                             
  7. Rearrange the jumbled  pictures according to make post cover .                         1x2=2 

                                         
 
 
                                                                   
   8. Look at the picture and write four sentences about what you see.                               1x4=4                                           

 
                                                                                                                      
   9. Write the rhyming words in the box.                                                                                  1x3=3  
        
 
 
 
   10. Who am I ? write in the box.                                                                                             2x½=1  

                                                         
  

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 Fine  - __________    Get - ________    Hill - __________ 

      I carry luggage        I lay eggs 


